Some days it just doesn't pay to be big...
Elimination Of Faculty Evaluation Was In Best Interest Of Bryant

Dear Editor,

The elimination of faculty evaluation by the students has helped Bryant greatly. Since the use of the evaluations were never fully developed, the elimination has saved everyone concerned a lot of time in making the forms, recording the results and distributing the results to the people concerned.

The elimination has probably given some of the faculty members a greater sense of job security since the students' only recourse is open evaluation which has, in at least one case, resulted in academic rejection from a faculty member. This is a case in which the students, however, helped some students by teaching them that it is better to say nothing until the course has been completed. By that time, little can be done to alleviate the problem. There has been one exception to this statement.

There are faculty members who have themselves evaluated by their students but, these teachers are generally accepted as being "good" teachers by the students. The teachers considered as "bad" by the students are seldom, if ever, evaluated by the students in any formal way.

There is one way in which students might initiate action concerning faculty members. If enough students voiced their concern about a specific faculty member to the proper authority, it is possible that some action might be taken. There is only one disadvantage to this method. It is often inconvenient for both the students and the person with authority. If the person with authority becomes too involved, he can easily become "unavailable" to the students. The students may then stop their efforts and the problem remains.

As I first said, the elimination of faculty evaluation was probably in the best interest of the Bryant community.

Name Withheld by Request

Dr. Fullerton Strikes Again: "Plays Politics In Picking R.A.'s"

Dear Editor,

I've been a student at Bryant College for 3 years and have yet to see the Dean of Student Affairs do his job properly. Your method of choosing R.A.'s was almost as bad as Dean Kurt's "Curia Hall incident." (In which I got screwed.) Do you feel your screening process was accurate? Maybe I should have played hockey or bowling with you so I could have been chosen. Not only was it unfair to be interviewed by Resident Counselors who had no idea how to interview, but why weren't applicants given the chance to speak with YOU, too? Bullish! All you did was pass the buck: Why the hell don't you do your job? I'm not saying that for anyone else who got rejected was more qualified than your hand-picked favorites, but we at least should have had the opportunity to speak our piece with you. Thank you Dr. Fullerton, for it is you who deserve this year's "Snow Award." Sincerely, S.N.S.

Maybe I Should Have Played Hockey

Overlooked Experience

Dear Editor,

Due to the recent selections of Resident Assistants, of which I was excluded, I believe that the decision was made arbitrarily and without careful consideration of the qualifications of the individual.

I am a transfer student from a state college in Connecticut. There I held the position of Resident Assistant and was promoted to the Director of Student Apartment Housing, which is the current trend in college housing. There were 360 students in the apartment complex and we, with supervision were six assistants. To my knowledge this was the first student apartment housing complex in the state. Connecticut State College System. During this period I did an independent study on the needs and problems that arise from campus student housing. This report was submitted to the Connecticut Board of Higher Education to project future housing trends and needs.

Here at Bryant I am in good academic standing and have worked well with students and faculty alike. It appears to me that Dr. Fullerton has overlooked experience and sufficient qualifications in determining who should hold the R.A. positions.

Sincerely,

Dan Landorff

Help Freshman "Learn The Ropes"

Dear Editor,

We are looking for interested individuals who are willing to devote time to the incoming freshman this fall to act as "Big Brother" or "Big Sister". What this would entail is helping a freshman "learn the ropes" of Bryant and to assist them in any problem which may arise, after Freshman Orientation.

We are interested in commuter and dorm students who are in both 2 and 4 year programs.

If interested, please leave your name with Greg Evans in the Student Senate Office or Dan Anderhold in the Archway Office.

Time is of the essence, so please sign up immediately. Interviews will follow shortly.

Thank you and please participate in this cause.

Sincerely,

Dan Anderhold
Coordinator

What Gives A Faculty Member The Right To Criticize A Student?

Dear Editor,

What gives a faculty member the right to criticize a student he no longer has, in his (faculty member's) current classes? What gives this same faculty member the right to send this same student's current teachers a notice, to be read in class, saying the student is a liar? What gives this same faculty member the right to send this same student's parent a letter saying their son is a liar?

If anyone can answer these questions, I would appreciate their telling me.

Wayne Spears

A rate of $2.00 per hour has been established on the cost per hour of using the services of the Student Patrol. A copy of the job description and job functions.

Harry Barans
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The ARCHWAY
The United Nations has just announced that it is moving to Paris.

Dr. Evarts doesn't blame them. After all, he reasoned, anyone daring enough to send Mark Vincent to the United Nations for a convention should be prepared for the consequences. The week in New York is now in the past and it is starting to turn sour from events of the week; so is the United Nations.

But all started so innocently.
Six Bryant students were selected to represent Bryant in the Student Senate of other colleges in a model United Nations in New York. The bodies of the other delegates were being flown back sometime today when she swallowed a beer can, one of acute exhaustion, and Danny succumbed to a blond from California. Morticians in New York believe they may be able to remove the smiles from the faces of the deceased.

Out of regard for those who passed away on this assignment the Bryant delegation would like to remind everyone that they were not ordered to go on the assignment, but they went for it. That's what we award our highest medals for. I'm proud to say they all died with a smile on their face and a cocktail shoe on. Even Sergo, who just wanted a job, was a good Hungarian Women's dancing lady. "Let's go Dancing, Darlin'" he fought desperately to keep himself afloat with his preserver. But it was to no avail, and it took divers from the lake three and a half more hours before they finally recovered his body from a pool of Scotch.

Romantically enough, in the midst of the tragedy of losing my delegation, I fell in love with nine girls from California, four from Virginia, two from Pennsylvania, eight from Boston and a few others from East Mecklenbury or Old Shu Shovola. Naturally, it was more than worth losing some friends to meet some broads. However, with a noble altitude of "We Must Continue" in my mind, I proceeded to entangle myself in international affairs.

What else can you say about five guys who were your friends and parted and drank with you and then collapsed because they did? It is the doctrine of survival of the fittest which says that if you are the fittest, you can drink more alcohol may or may not survive due to world war three or whether or not they do mainly, I yield to the doctrine. I'll even drink to it. In fact, I'd rather drink to it. Anyways, it doesn't much good attempting to eulogize them. It would be no good to condemn them either since I already tried that. As a result, one of the parents of the deceased delegates planning to sue for defamation of character until the parent found out his character was only worth $500 to the lawyer. I think the best thing to do would be just to take their loss, give them all an elephant, and bury them in a shoe box.

Then we can party just like we did in New York only there will be five less drunks.

One might speculate at this point as to whether I survived when the others did not. The answer is simple, I decided to get an apartment, with Cary and Kelly where I long ago learned how to adapt to these situations.

The first week in the apartment my liver had to build in addition to accommodate the overflow of booze. New York was therefore a circus.

To the United Nations, which is moving to Paris as a result of our delegation's visit, I would just like to say, "I look forward to next year's convention in Paris!"

# Student Employment

The student employment information appearing below is a summary of all part-time jobs planned to be advertised in the Financial Aid and Career Office of the Financial Aid Office. This is an attempt by the Student Employment coordinator to aid students in finding employment thus the ease accessibility provided by the weekly newsletter of THE ARCHWAY. Also, the jobs presented herein should be filled quickly providing for a more effective employment service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales Associate</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>20-30 hrs</td>
<td>$7-$10</td>
<td>Bullen Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service Representative</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>20-30 hrs</td>
<td>$7-$10</td>
<td>Bullen Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Cook</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>10-15 hrs</td>
<td>$5-$7</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Bartender</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>10-15 hrs</td>
<td>$5-$7</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Server</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>10-15 hrs</td>
<td>$5-$7</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Cashier</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>10-15 hrs</td>
<td>$5-$7</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Cab Driver</td>
<td>Bryant College</td>
<td>10-15 hrs</td>
<td>$5-$7</td>
<td>Dining Hall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Board Re-names

All Top Officers

by Dan Anderhold

On Thursday, April 19, 1973, the Board of Trustees reflected all top officers of the University, including President Harry Evarts, Vice President Frank Delmonico, Vice President Joseph Haga, and Vice President Tom Mansion. It was the only time that Board of Trustees gave unanimous support to all four figures.

# G.L.C. And Student Senate Hold Charity Mixer

Archway Staff

Last Friday, April 27, there was a charity mixer for the March of Dimes, sponsored by the G.L.C. and the Student Senate. This was a prototype for the future in which hopefully ten mixers will be put on by both the Senate and one of the member fraternities.

# REMINDER TO STUDENTS

Anyone interested in signing up for either ballet or karate lessons next year—these will be held in our gymnasium—please do so in the Student Affairs office as soon as possible.

These classes will run only if a sufficient number of students sign up within the next two weeks.

# Staff Technicians

Notices

The Greek Letter Council of Bryant College, Smithfield, RI is sponsoring a blood drive on Wednesday, May 14, 1973 from 10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the commuter lounge at Bryant.

# Greeks Anticipate

Good Year Ahead

by Dan Anderhold

This past month, just about every club has had elections for new officers and this month the Greek Letter Council is no exception. Their elecions were held this week and they have voted to the top positions of the council. I went to see Bob and Dan for their comments.

Both Bob Tringale and Dan Harrington have great ideas for the coming year, and if all goes well, they will be in place. The top goal they are striving for is to get the college together as one unified group and to want to bridge the communication gap between all of the organizations. At the present time, they are working with other groups such as the Student Senate and Servitice Club on the 6th of May Festival. This is the first "big" chance for the students to get to know one another post high school.

Through their efforts, Bob Tringale and Dan Harrington want to eliminate the concept that Greeks are "hard heads" and beer drinkers. They want to run their office for the students by working in conjunction with other organizations but must have cooperation in order to accomplish this.

They stressed the fact that the fraternity's or sorority's unity is a unit that the Greek Letter Council is responsible for. "Let's get the bridge to this morning and yesterday. Here the alumni come together and only doing a good portion of the money to the alumni fund but also by having a sense of brotherhood. A fraternity helps to "create pride and to feel a bond to a person and prepares them for the business world."

Both Bob and Dan haven't lost sight of their obligations to the Greek system. Bob said that it was the Greek system that got them in office and that they will do everything to make their father proud. Dan added that it was the Greek system that got them in office and that they will do everything to keep it that way.

They have other interests in the college that serve the students and this helps them understand the students' situations from a multi-directed viewpoint.

Bob and Dan recognize the fact that the Greeks' partial infringe on other students in the dorms. They expressed the fact that this is one of the few outlets the Greeks have and ask that the dorm students understand their situation.

President Tringale and Vice President Harrington stated that they are working with the Senate to create a calendar that wouldn't interfere with other organization's activities. To be included in this schedule are lectures, demonstrations, and other social events that are hopefully supported by both Greeks and independents. They hope that Senate functions will be supported by both Greeks and that Greek functions will be supported by the Senate.

They take the view that

individuals here at Bryant aren't "Greeks," "Greeks," or "independent" but are students here for a common cause—and that is to get an education and to have a good time.

Bob and Dan want to give credit to Wayne Shively in his part in making the festival this weekend a reality, for without his efforts, the festival wouldn't have come as far as it did.

They predict an excellent year ahead not only for the Greeks, but for the entire college as well. Bob and Dan are looking into the possibility of getting Greek house—maybe not this year, but in the future. They are also gathering lists of alumni to contact people to come to the college to lecture in their fields of interest or as entertainment.

It takes organization and help to support the functions in the future, but they need help. If things go along as they are being planned, the year ahead will be very promising.
Watergate: Bigger Than Teapot Dome?

No other political scandal has become as prominent in the forefront of the American consciousness as the Watergate affair. Not even the Teapot Dome oil reserve scandal which involved Secretary of the Interior, Albert Fall, during the Harding Administration had had such an effect on popular opinion as Watergate.

Nixon, who was re-elected by one of the greatest landslides in the history of U.S. presidential elections, is now finding that the same phenomenon which brought the late President Johnson... is now continuing to exist. Nixon Administration is tantamount to that of the one which existed during the Johnson Administration at the height of the Vietnam War.

Nixon has so many high-ranking Presidential aides been involved in a scandal of such magnitude. I feel that the respect of the office of the President of the United States has been compromised by the Watergate affair.

During the investigation proceedings, there appeared too many Nixon aides who vehemently attested that they knew absolutely nothing of the break-in and subsequent wiretap, which took place last November. As the investigation proceeded, their tongues began to embark upon a different slant; soon the indictments were to be handed out. Like nervous schoolboys, key Nixon aides began putting the "Firewall" to each other until no one knew who would be in the headlines of tomorrow's newspaper.

Top personal Presidential aides, by Bob Rhaut

Robert A. Gardner

New Head of Security
At Bryant

Robert A. Gardner of Providence, has been appointed Director of Security at Bryant College. The announcement was made on May 4, by Harry F. Brooks, President of Bryant.

Mr. Gardner will be responsible for all aspects of campus security, including the fire and safety program of the College.

Mr. Gardner served for thirteen years as a member of the Inglewood Police Department in Inglewood, California prior to his coming to Rhode Island to become a

A Night of Music With

"King of Blues"

Deodato

“2001: Space Odyssey”

and Special Guest Artists

Earth, Wind, & Fire

May 6, Alumni Hall, Providence College

Donation $5.00

Produced by the Afro - American Society & by Joseph A. Caffe and Charles Newton

Tickets available at: PC Student Union; Todd's Music Café's Higgins; Carl's Diggins, North Main St.; Student Activity Center; Brown, URL and Bryant; Roth Ticket Agency, and the BoxOffice, University of Rhode Island.
Electrophone 8-Track Car Stereo Tape Player System & Speakers

Reg. $39.95 Wholesale $39.95

Automatic & Manual Track Changer Stereo Indicator
Two 8-OHM Wedge Speakers
Optional Slidemount Bracket Additional

With This Special 3 Tapes Free Of Your Choice
MANVILLE WHOLESALE 10 Winter St. Manville, RI 767-3615

Open 3-8 Tues. - Fri. 10 - 5 on Sat. Directions can be found on campus billboards.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN BECOMING BIG BROTHERS & BIG SISTERS TO FRESHMEN NEXT YEAR IF INTERESTED, LEAVE NAME WITH DARLINGTON ARCHWAY OR GREG EVANS (SANATE), IMMEDIATELY!

Delta Mu Delta Convention

The Sesquicentennial of the National Chapter of Delta Mu Delta, national honor society for business administration, will be held at Bryant College, Smithfield, R.I., on Saturday, May 5 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Host chapter is Alpha Eta.

This important meeting will include plans for the future development of the Delta Mu Delta national honor society. All members of Delta Mu Delta are eligible to attend.

Delta Mu Delta, national honor society in business administration, will celebrate its 50th Anniversary during the Sesquicentennial Convention of the National Chapter on May 5 at Bryant College, in Smithfield. Host Chapter for the diamond anniversary occasion is Alpha Eta Chapter of Bryant College.

Discussion of the national officers at the business session will focus on the recent rapid growth of the society and directions for the future.

Delta Mu Delta was founded in 1915 by five faculty members of New York University to recognize and reward superior scholarship achievement by students of business administration. After four decades, it was incorporated under the non-profit law of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in 1952.

In 1972 the charter was amended to clarify its purpose as a nonprofit educational society and tax-free to donors to the society and its scholarship fund. From less than a dozen chapters at the time of its incorporation in 1952, the society has grown to more than 50 chapters today, with several college and university schools of business administration presently in the process of petitioning for chapters.

Total membership in the chapters nationwide is more than 6,000. Delta Mu Delta now is a member of the Association of College Honor Societies, an organization of more than 47 national honor societies formed to maintain and improve standards of honor societies at high levels and to increase their influence.

Delta Mu Delta reflects academic achievement of a major order, according to Dr. Ralph Thomas of Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Chairman of Extension and Development of the Society. The national bylaws permit each chapter to admit into membership students of good character who are registered in programs of business administration. Undergraduates must have completed at least half of the work for the baccalaureate degree with an average cumulative grade of 3.0 above a "B." or better.

Graduate students working toward the master's degree may have completed half of their work with a cumulative grade average of 3.0 or better. In addition, the chapters may induct honorary members from the same academic community who exemplify the attainment of superior achievement. Both undergraduates and graduate students must be from the top 20 percent of their total college class in cumulative grades. Delta Mu Delta is open to both men and women.

"The original founders would be pleased with the professional activities of the fast-growing society," said Mildred R. Marion of Evanston, Illinois, Executive Secretary of the Society. "Delta Mu Delta provides competitive national scholarship awards to qualified students to continue their studies in the field of business, a national newsletter is published to the chapters; an information booklet is kept up to date for prospective student initiates and for schools interested in petitioning for a chapter; the national officers participate in the programs of the Society and in the programs of College Honor Societies."

In addition, the local campus chapter has a no less than a distinction to members and other students of business; honor outstanding men and women for recognized achievement in business and excellence in the study of business administration, participate in honor days programs on their individual campuses; furnish speakers to other organizations on campus and sponsor, in cooperation with other honor societies, programs of benefit to the student body of the campus where located.

In addition to the business sessions scheduled for the Society's May 5 sesquicentennial meeting at Bryant College, a panel headed by Prof. A.J. Thomas of New York Institute of Technology will discuss "The Responsibilities of a National Honor Society." Another panel headed by Marion of Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, will deal with "The Problems of Regional Societies." The discussions will take cognizance of the fact that business students are concerned primarily with profit, but also with its impact on the quality of life, according to Thomas.

National Officers of Delta Mu Delta are: Dr. W. J. Marquardt, President, of DePaul University, Chicago; Walter F. Horan, Vice-President, of Wagner College, Staten Island, N.Y.; Mildred R. Marion, Executive Secretary, Evanston, Illinois; Muriel E. Bedar, Treasurer, Champaign, Illinois; and Dr. R. J. Thomas, Chairman of Graduate Study and Development, Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Kansas.

Bayt Batim Continue

Home Domiance

by Richard Kurt

The Bryant Baseball Team, under the direction of Steve Thornton and Matt Bernardo, showed an easy win against Barrington College today with a run against Suffolk University. Those games were overruled by Bryant's own baseball field, better known as mosquito park; and believe it or not there were even some spectators there!

The Barrington team proved to be an easy win for the Bryant nine, Bryant's Craig Cole overpowered the Barrington team by limiting them to four hits. Bryant scored eight runs in the first inning, finishing the game. Leading off for the Bryant team was shortstop Tom McDonald, who singled and then stole second. Both Brian Ahern and Norman Thohan popped flies out into left field. With two outs, kiss broke home leftfielder Jeff Doppelt getting a single to score McDonald. Craig Cole, with a two-koll count, singled, scoring Doppelt and was left to third by a double by second baseman Steve Angel. Both stands were from a single from Frank Carrigan. Catcher Mark Smith doubled and later scored along with Doppelt by a single from batman Jackie Baime. Batman then doubled. Tom McDonald who doubled scoring Baime and later scored himself by a double from Ahern. Thohan then grounded out to the second baseman ending the big inning with eight runs.

Bryant scored again in the third when Frank Carrigan hit a homer and walked and was moved to second by Jackie Baime in an attempt to sacrifice, but instead got on first on an error on Barrington's pitcher. Both Carrigan and Baime moved to next base by a walk and later Carrigan scored by a wild pitch. A hit by Thohan with McDonald singled, driving in Baime, then Ahern and Thohan flew out to the right and center fields respectively, ending a two - running inning. Bryant scored in the fifth when Baime scored off a single. With two outs, he was scored by an error on Thohan's hit. Doppelt hit a deep shot over the left field fence to allow mosquito park to yield the first home run on the first pitch. Craig Cole got on base by an error on Barrington's shortstop Bob Jekle. Angel ended the three - running inning by hitting out to the right fielder. The team then scored again in the seventh inning getting three runs off of Steve Thornton and was later scored on a single by Cole to cap a 14 - run game.

Steve Thornton limited to get any farther than second inning, and Jeff Doppelt was in the game until the second inning, before, only gave up four hits. Bryant Indians had seventeen hits with good pitches from Tom McDonald who went three for six, Jeff Doppelt went three for five, and Jackie Baime was a perfect four. This hitting frenzy was needed to break Bryant's four-game losing streak.

The next home game was last Wednesday night against the tough Suffolk University team. Bryant scored the second inning when Steve Angel walked and was moved to second on a single from Baime. Faint looked at Cy Hill forcing in Angel for the first Bryant run. Bryant scored in the fourth inning when Baime lined out with a walk. He later scored an out on Thohan. Then Ahern. The Indians scored in the fifth inning when Doppelt singled and was moved to second by Angel who walked. Doppelt then scored on a single by Jackie Baime.

Suffolk finally got their first in the sixth inning. They scored for the first time in the seventh when Suffolk's Paul Shahanian hit a grounder to shortstop Tom McDonald who overthrew Craig Cole and was moved to second on a single from Baime. Faint looked at Cy Hill forcing in Angel for the first Suffolk run. Suffolk scored in the seventh inning when Doppelt sacrificed and was moved to second by Angel who failed to score again. Pitching for Bryant was Cy Hill who allowed only twelve hits, struck out two and walked four. Thohan hit a double in the strike outs and eight walked. Looking good in the hitting department, Bryant only scored for five, three and Norm Trzanz who went two for four. This time is six wins and eight losses. They are the first home run of the season. A hit by Thohan will be played at Nichols College this Saturday at 1:30 p.m. The remaining games are against Eastern Connecticut, Quinnipiac, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday respectively at 3:00 p.m. So come out and support the Bryant Indians at their own park!!
MARKETING IS...

Marketing Thoughts
Every man believes very easily whatever he fears or desires.

What’s New

Two key questions about new products must be answered before they can be marketed: How successful will they be? And what marketing strategies, such as ad spending weights and merchandising plans, will maximize their profitability? According to Marketing Facts, Chicago-based publicly-owned market research firm, Marketed, as a controlled distribution and product sales auditing service, can answer both questions for new products or for new marketing conditions for established products. Marketed does the warehousing of the test product, distribution to the stores, stocking, pricing, servicing the stores, billing, sales measuring in a selected medium-sized metropolitan area during the test period, and forecasting of national sales.

“The missing link between industrial advertisers and their sales forces has been forged,” says Innovative Services of Lake Mills, Wisconsin. Citing a recent survey by Marketing Communications Research Center Reporter, Princeton, New Jersey, showing that 93 percent of ad responders reported various shortcomings in material sent to them by the advertiser and that two-thirds of their inquiries were never even answered or plans to provide the missing link. Services offered include handling all requests for materials, qualifying leads as to quality, developing a salesman follow-up procedure, maintaining an up-to-date mailing list, and developing analyses of ad effectiveness and other marketing information.

Military marketers use consumer-style ads to pitch products to small profits. The target audience of Congressmen, Pentagon procurement officials, and foreign defense ministry personnel, according to the Council of Economic Priorities, a New York nonprofit, watchdog group, CEP reports the ads create sales opportunities, promote products during contract competitions, and project reliable and efficient images for weapons systems. The top 25 weapons advertisers spent an estimated $2.3 million on ads in seven military journals in 1971 and 1972—a small expenditure compared to many consumer product ad budgets; but Leon Reed, CEP’s military research director, says the ads “inequitably constitute an attempt to influence government decision (and policy) in a way which does not necessarily reflect the needs of the public or the wishes of its elected representatives.” In addition, the report says, some “would probably not pass muster by the truth in advertising test of the Federal Trade Commission.”

Is college worth the cost? According to Opinion Research Corp., Princeton, New Jersey, almost six times as many people as a decade ago (29 percent vs. 5 percent) say it’s better not to have so many people go to college. In the early ’60’s, 88 percent felt that U.S. expenditures on college education were “a good thing”; in the early ’70’s, only 64 percent. Also during this period, those in favor of increasing state taxes for higher education dropped from 61 to 35 percent, reflecting an attitudinal upheaval which could have far-reaching effects of U.S. education institutions.

New Scuba Diving Officers And Dives Planned

On Thursday, April 26, the election of officers for the Bryant College Scuba Diving Association was held. The results are as follows:
President, Donald Sunshine; Vice President, David Peters; and Secretary-Treasurer, Jan Fraser. These people will hold their offices for the entire 1973-1974 school year.

John K with another, the check out dive originally scheduled for April 28 will be held on Saturday, May 5. We will leave the loop in front of the Unistructure at 10:00 a.m. Suits may be rented for six dollars at the Aqua Sports Center on Route 7 (tanks supplied).

SUNDAY, APRIL 6: A dive has been scheduled to Castle Hill in Newport to dive on the remains of the Lydia Skofield, an old merchant ship of 1,200 tons. The ship ran aground in a dense fog on April 29, 1931. Rock dropoffs and ledges will be explored. Leave Bryant at 12:30. Be in the loop by 12:15.

Donald Sunshine is in charge.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12: Comet Pond, Massachusetts. Proceed to the bottom reservoir, excellent visibility. Leave Bryant at 9:30 (loop in front of Unistructure). Dave Peters is in charge.

Sunday dive schedules are being worked out. Anyone who hasn’t submitted summer address to the President, please put in Box 1787.

Any member who wishes to purchase any piece of diving gear, please see the President of the Club for a discount.

The Archway
by david t. pandolzi

As the fly is entitled to the web of the spider, so is Michael Caine caught in the web (in the form of a plot) of Laurence Olivier in this year’s super mystery, “Sleuth,” directed by Joseph Mankiewicz, is somewhat of a mind-boggling game of wits—Olivier vs. Caine. It should be noted that not much of the plot can be told or the whole show is spoiled for the viewer. Basically, it involved an old and eccentric mystery writer and a young private who has stolen the writer’s wife. Michael Caine keeps his appointment and the fun begins. While Sir Laurence solicits the aid of his guest, an alterior motive is only the reason for the masquerade.

Jewel, clothed costumes, gymnastics, guns and blood all play their roles in this detailed and twisting plot of fame and life. Both actors are without a doubt superb in the respective roles, but Sir Laurence Olivier does tend to rise above the many antagonists that describe the excellent acting. A film that requires that the audience, “Sleuth” deserves praise for its thought-provoking and baffling plot, that was written by Anthony Shaffer. Currently playing at the Avon Cinema on Thayer Street in Providence.

Brother Sun, Sister Moon

Not since Franco Zeffirelli’s “Romeo and Juliet” has a motion picture had all the elements of fine photography, acting and sensitive plot. His newest film captures all those qualities and probably more. The title of the film, “Brother Sun, Sister Moon,” also Operation Sun, is a film about the youthful life of St. Francis of Assisi and his early life as a follower of Christ, teachings.

After young Francis returns from the war he is infected with fever and washed over closely by his faithful mother and servants. Soon after his recovery he is thought to be mad because of his strange actions and manner. Because he tries to show some kindness to his wealthy father’s serfs, Francis is given a thrashing by him and told to obey his parents. On the faithful day that Francis is caught throwing his father’s warrens away to the peasants, his father draws him through the streets of the city to the Church where Francis gives up all his worldly possessions and his name for the love of God. St. Francis retreats to a small, half-decayed church outside the city where he takes refuge and begins to rebuild it. Later he is assisted by many followers, many of them poor and sick.

All through the movie, the music and lyrics of Donavan add a special feeling of truth and love that is evidently lacking in the life of Francis’s father and many of the other people of Assisi. The film may be of particular interest to the young people of today because they too are experiencing the feelings that St. Francis once felt. They too are turning away from materialism and the whole social system that seems to keep man from experiencing the love of God and his fellow man.

Sample Interviews

“...we conduct the interview in a comfortable, easy-going manner,” cited Joseph Power of the West Point Pepperell Corporation in Georgia.

Joseph Power and Don Edgar, president and president of the West Point Pepperell Corporation conducted sample interviews with students Ray Pontarello, easy going, and Bob Edwards on Tuesday. The interviews lasting each approximately ten minutes, provided material that was used in the film. The sense was given some idea on how a job interview should be conducted. The interviews were followed by questions and critiques.

FREE orange juice, coffee and donuts to be served at

GLC BLOOD DRIVE MAY 9
WED.10-2 COMMUTER LOUNGE

One May NOT Donate if:
1) You have a cold or allergy at time of donation.
2) You have ever had jaundice or hepatitis. (Never donate)
3) You are under the age of 18.
4) You have had surgery within the last 6 months.
5) You have had minor surgery within the last 3 months.
6) You have been in the Armed Services within 2 years.
7) NO ALCOHOL 12 HOURS BEFORE DONATING.
8) No heavy meals-fried or fatty foods should not be eaten before donating. You may eat toast with jelly and have regular coffee up to the time of donating.

GLC Office
Fri May 4
WE HAVE SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOU WHEN YOUR SEMESTER ENDS

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR STEADY EMPLOYMENT WITH REGULAR HOURS.
AT PRESENT WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING OPENINGS

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.
9 A.M. - 3 P.M.

In addition there are limited openings for machine operators.

For more information -

APPLY:

HASBRO IND. INC.
1027 NEWPORT AVE.
PAWTUCKET, R.I.
TEL. 726-4100

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Tau Epsilon's CARNIVAL
Good Times For Everyone
Booths Hotdogs Beer
Prizes Hamburgs Must

TODAY
music by
little big horn

Sunday
11:30 A.M. - 6:30 P.M.
CONCERT & CARNIVAL

Free Outdoor Concert
Music by:
Jack
Harpo & Slipshot
Zoots Brothers
Junah

Saturday
Big Party
At The Coffee House
Pleas Of Spiced Punch
FREE / everyone's welcome

BRYANT'S SPRING WEEKEND